
She lives with her husband, David that gives meaningful encourage. She has two children, they are Matthew and Lauren that being patient while she spends all that time with her laptop. She also has a twin sister, Trish who will always be the first person she shows her words to.

*On the Island* is her first novel. Next, the second novel that she writes will be published on September 17, 2013. Her music favourites are 70’s and 80’s. Her hobbies are reading, writing and watching any episode of real Housewives. She loves dog and she has hyper dog named Chloe.
She has horrible eye-hand coordination. She changes her hair color frequently. She loves going to psychics. She knows all the dialogue from sex and the city. She loves karaoke. She likes red roses but not on Valentine's Day. She is mathematically challenged but she can spell almost anything. She is horrible at geography. She broke her arm on the playground in 3rd grade. She loves Google but she hates Google Apps. She does not enjoy gambling. She loves to cook for other people. She can not stand beef. She reads extremely fast.

She loves stormy weather, snow, thunder, ice. In fact, she believes in karma. She prefer music over television. She has somehow never been arrested. She uses really big words when she talk. She always know what they mean. She is a morning person. It means that she always has big passion in the morning to do more activity. There is nothing low maintenance about her. She really loves wine. She talks too loud.

She loves hearing from her fans and can be found on Twitter @tgarvisgraves and at facebook.com / tgarvisgraves.

**B. Summary of the Novel**

The exposition of this novel is beginning at the airport of Chicago. Anna Emerson, thirty years old tenth grade English teacher wants to go to Maldives for tutoring class summer. T.J.Callahan left his class because his Godkin’s lymphoma. Actually, T.J.Callahan wants to go to over Chicago with his friends but his parent absolutely his mother Jane Callahan wants him to take class along the summer. T.J.’s family include mother, father, his sisters Alexis and Grace spend holiday time together.
Anna accepts to teach T.J.Callahan because she is bored with John that she does not know where their relation goes. Anna really wants to get marry but John cannot makes the decision of Anna’s will. She wants to have a baby soon. Anna really confuse what makes John does not ready for marrying. Anna and John has keep the relation as long as eight years. Anna’s sister, Sarah also has tell John what should he did to clear the problem but he still hard to decide. It is not because of the age but maybe mentally still not ready.

Before arriving at Maldives, they find many problems. First, the airplane is delayed because of the mechanical error. So they wait along time and transit at Germany the Srilanka. Not only that, they get crashlanded when flew up from Srilanka to Maldives. The pilot, Mick who has heart attack lost the balance of his body and the plane can not landed as well as possible. Every people has died. Only Anna and T.J. still alive. They try to struggle from the ocean to the nearest beach.

T.J worried about Anna who can not move. He is panic because Anna looks like does not has a life sign. He wants someone to help but there is noone can hear. There is only Anna and T.J.. Even though, he is in bad condition, he tries to hold Anna and drag her from the wide ocean to the nearest shore. After Anna has regain consciousness, T.J. feels a little bit quiet because he still has someone to defense in unknown place.

T.J. really missed his parents. Unfortunately, there has been five days but the resquer team did not catch them. Maybe it caused of the island that they stay in is an uninhabitant island. The resquer team can not see the emergency sign from
them because they are so small if looked from plane at the sky. They are desperate to make an emergency sign. Eventhough they never followed a campfire, they try to set their mind and exploit everything that had been grow and available naturally on the island for defending their life.

As long as on the island, T.J. try to collect the firewood and canopy to construct the house for their shelter. The breeze, humid air, mosquitos bites or even the rain can be avoided. Someday, the big storm appear and fill the island. Because of that, they moved to the cave near the beach until the storm ended. It is a pity, the big storm break out their house and everything in it had been scattered around. After that, T.J. was sad and build the minimalis house again that can entered just by two people.

Anna and T.J. live on the Island for more than an year. They do everything together and keep care each other from the danger. T.J. is panic. When Anna attacked by the jellyfish, T.J. does not know how to face and loose the tentacles. Anna become weak, pale and hurt. T.J. remembered about the first-aid box that content many medicine. He tries run faster to their house and come back to the shore to help Anna. In that situation, T.J. become respectful than before.

T.J. and Anna feel something different with them. Maybe it is caused of heart feeling. The cool air and the dibble situation enable happened something romantic between two different human being, boy and woman, T.J and Anna. T.J has falling in love to Anna very much because of the her sexy body, cares, and mature. Anna also feels the same thing. She is falling in love to T.J. when he safe her life and protect her along on the island. Actually, Anna still uncertain to her
feeling. She did not love her boyfriend, John anymore but loving T.J., a teenager boy who has adaptable through the presumed situation and place and growth to be mature. She feel not match to T.J. because of their age interval is so far, thirteen years.

Anna and T.J. had been three years on the island. They are always defence their life together. One day, the tsunami violently the island and they dragged along to the ocean. They feel frightened and weak. God helps them. The resquer in helicopter take them off from the island. It is a good destiny for them. They bring to the hospital and get intense recovery.

They can come back to Chicago and meet their lovely family that can not seen for along time. It is a surprise for Anna’s sister, Sarah about the relation between Anna and T.J.. Not only Sarah but also T.J.’s mother, Jane can say anything to T.J. and Anna’s relation.

They get married in front of the judge, Jane Callahan, Ben and Sarah at Cook County courthouse in March. It is happy moment for Anna and T.J. because at the time a spring snowstorm bears down on Chicago area and the ceremony takes less than five minutes.

Finally, they have twin babies four years later. The twin names are Mick and Josie. Both of them birth when Anna turns to thirty nine years old and T.J. turns to twenty five years old. They are happy to be family.